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Scanning microscopes are important research tools for investigating 3D specimens. Modern beam shaping techniques
can be combined with suitably designed data processing algorithms to improve instrument versatility and imaging
performance. Here we introduce image scanning microscopy with freely programmable excitation and detection
pupils and investigate point spread function (PSF) designs for parallel 3D information acquisition. The volumetric
data is collected in a single 2D scan without the requirement of physical refocus. By sculpturing the excitation and
detection PSFs into helical shapes of opposing handedness, we are able to capture sample information in a volume
whose axial extension measures more than four times the z resolution. In a more generalized approach, jointly optimized phase masks are used in both pupils to shape the PSFs. As an exemplary case, we study the use of beam-splitting
phase masks for the parallel scanning in multiple planes. The image reconstruction algorithm optimally integrates this
information according to the various signal-to-noise ratios. Generalized PSF engineering scanning systems provide
resolution improvement relative to confocal microscopy while accelerating data collection. We analyze the opportunities, trade-offs, and limitations of the approach. © 2017 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (170.6900) Three-dimensional microscopy; (180.5810) Scanning microscopy; (050.1970) Diffractive optics; (070.6120)
Spatial light modulators.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Point spread function (PSF) engineering refers to the optimization of the optical transfer function of an imaging system towards
a specific task in conjunction with detectors and possible reconstruction algorithms. Many applications aim at improving the
spatial resolution, with stimulated emission depletion (STED)
microscopy representing a well-known example [1]. PSF engineering is also used in linear imaging systems, for instance, to
achieve a “Toraldo-type” resolution increase [2–4], to increase
the axial localization accuracy in single molecule localization
[5,6], or to increase the depth of field [7–10].
In confocal microscopy, excitation and detection PSFs are
equally important for image formation, which is why shaping
both PSFs can be advantageous. Indeed, the use of resolutionenhancing filters in the excitation and detection pupils has already
been discussed [3,11–13]. In a recent paper, the construction of
color-dependent PSFs has been demonstrated, where the Stokes
shift of the fluorescence light was exploited to obtain different
PSFs on the excitation and emission sides [14].
Lately, the practical implementation of image scanning microscopy (ISM) [15,16] has opened an interesting opportunity for
PSF engineering. Here, the pinhole and large area detector are
replaced by a pixelated detector taking images at every scanpoint.
This means that the system has the capability of collecting

much more information from the sample than a classical confocal
system. Information contained in the change of the PSF shape is
detected rather than being “cut off ” by a pinhole.
Here we present generalized pupil phase engineering for
ISM in the sense that both excitation and detection PSFs are
manipulated. This general system shall be further denoted as
“engineered ISM (eISM).” We investigate two specific approaches
that support 3D imaging in eISM: the first employs helical excitation and detection PSFs and is therefore further referred to
as helix-helix imaging. This approach can be thought of as an advancement of the recent 3D imaging method called RESCH
(Refocusing after Scanning using Helical phase engineering) [17].
The second implementation uses beam-splitting phase masks
in the excitation and detection pupils to produce specifically designed focus arrangements. Both methods are compared in view
of 3D imaging capabilities, spatial resolution, and photon efficiency. We present results from numerical simulations and imaging experiments carried out with fluorescent microbeads and
fixed, fluorescently labeled COS-7 cells.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce
the microscope setup and a mathematical model of the image
formation, which helps explain the considerations in choosing
specific PSF shapes. The image construction process is briefly
reviewed in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5, the imaging properties
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of the helix-helix system and the beam-splitting system are investigated by means of numerical simulations. Finally, Section 5
presents experimental results from imaging microbeads and fixed
cells obtained with both approaches.

The basic light path is sketched in the inset of Fig. 1. The excitation laser is coupled into the objective lens and generates fluorescence in the object, which is collected by the same objective
lens, and finally imaged into the camera plane by the tube lens.
It is important to understand that every detector pixel m of the
camera can be regarded as an individual confocal detector, acquiring an individual confocal image I m when a scan is performed.
Thus, if a single scanpoint image consists of M pixels, the raw
data of an entire scan consists of M confocal images I m .
A sketch of the microscope is shown in Fig. 1. It is a pointscanning epi-detection microscope that uses galvanometric
mirrors to sweep the focus over the sample. A single spatial light
modulator (SLM) is used to display phase masks for sculpturing
excitation and detection PSFs. The SLM is reflective but shown as
a transmissive device for the sake of clarity. An important difference to a standard confocal microscope is that our system employs
a sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash4.0 V2) instead of
a physical pinhole in conjunction with a single bucket detector
(e.g., a photomultiplier tube). At every scanpoint, a small image
of the proximal region around the excitation focus is taken. Such
an image is further denoted as “scanpoint image.”
In the following, we take two steps to formulate the image
formation in eISM. In the first step we describe the formation
of a scanpoint image in the detector plane. Based on this result,
we then derive the confocal images I m collected by the detector
pixels m in the course of a scan and their respective imaging
PSFs hm . The process of combining the images I m to form the
final image of the object is explained in Section 3.
3D imaging can be described via 3D Fourier transforms, provided the regions in the object space are sufficiently close to the
focal point [18]. This model is valid for high numerical apertures
and compatible to the vectorial nature of electric fields, although
we shall consider scalar and single frequency fields (i.e., no Stokes
shift) in this section for the sake of simplicity. We would like to
note, however, that the numerical simulations following later in

x :
 hex · ρ ⋆ hdet ~

(1)

In this equation, F denotes the optical 3D Fourier transform,
and x~ and k~ are the 3D coordinate vectors in the object/camera
and pupil planes. H ex and H det are the optical transfer functions
on the excitation and detection side, and their Fourier transforms
x  is the
are the respective intensity PSFs hex and hdet . I WF ~
3D intensity distribution in the image space, whose x − y section at z  0 is the scanpoint image captured by the camera:
I cam x; y  I WF x; y; 0. The fluorophore density of the object
is described by ρ~x. The symbol  denotes the 3D convolution
operator and ⋆ the 3D cross-correlation. Note that the inversion
of all three axes (x, y, z) by the first two subsequent 3D Fourier
transforms is consistent with our epi-detection geometry, where
the z axis is likewise inverted.
In ISM, every pixel m of the detector has its individual PSF hm ,
which is determined by the excitation and detection PSFs hex and
hdet as well as the shape of the pixel, P m  rectx − x m ∕p;
y − y m ∕p, where rect is the 2D rectangular function, p the side
length of a detector pixel, and x m , y m the center coordinates of
pixel m. Starting from the epi-fluorescence wide-field image formation [Eq. (1)], we can calculate the intensity of the confocal
image I m at scanpoint x s ; y s  by multiplying the respective scanpoint image I cam x; y; x s ; ys  with the pixel function P m x; y and
integrating over the entire camera plane:
ZZZ
ZZ
dxdyP m x; y
I m x s ; ys  ∝
dx̂dŷdẑhex x̂; ŷ; ẑ

· ρx̂ − x s ; ŷ − y s ; ẑhdet x  x̂; y  ŷ; ẑ
 ρ  hm x s ; y s ; 0;

(2)

where the total PSFs hm can be identified to be
hm x̂; ŷ; ẑ  hex x̂; ŷ; ẑP m ⋆ 2D hdet x̂; ŷ; ẑ:

(3)

3. IMAGE CONSTRUCTION IN EISM
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this paper consider polarization and Stokes shift as long as not
stated otherwise.
The formation of a scanpoint image (which is a wide-field
image) on the camera can be mathematically described as follows:
~ · ρ~
~
x  ∝ F fF fF fH ex kg
x g · H det kg
I WF ~

2. SETUP AND IMAGE FORMATION
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the eISM microscope. A single LCoS SLM (here
shown as transmissive device for clarity) is used to display individual diffractive patterns (P ex and P det ) for shaping the excitation and detection
PSFs independently. The inset in the lower right corner shows the light
path unfolded to visualize the image formation described in Eq. (1).
H ex and H det are the excitation and detection optical transfer functions,
respectively, and ρ is the fluorophore density of the object. The abbreviation “FT” denotes the optical Fourier transform performed by a lens.

In regular ISM, hex and hdet can be assumed Gaussian. Therefore,
the pixel-dependent PSFs hm are likewise approximately Gaussian
and differ only by their strengths and lateral shifts, which depend
on the pixel positions x m ; y m . Thus, a straightforward method
for constructing the final image is to compensate for these shifts
followed by adding up all images I m [15,19], a procedure which
has become known as “pixel reassignment.”
For general PSF shapes, however, pixel reassignment is no
longer suitable, and alternative ways of data processing must be
employed. One possibility is to use concepts of parameter estimation from multiple measurements [20,21]. In microscopy, these
multiple measurements represent multiple “views” of the
specimen, which is why such algorithms are often denoted as
“multi-view (MV)” or “joint” deconvolution algorithms. Also,
ISM can be considered a multi-view instrument because every
detector pixel delivers an individual view of the specimen, characterized by its individual PSF hm .
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Maximum-likelihood estimation of the object from multiple
measurements has been demonstrated for various imaging modalities, such as emission tomography [22], multi-angle tomographic
confocal microscopy [23], programmable array microscopy
(PAM) [24], selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM)
[25,26], and, more recently, also ISM [27] and RESCH [28],
which is a specific form of eISM.
The following equation describes a multi-view variant of the
Lucy Richardson algorithm [29,30], which is an iterative image
reconstruction algorithm that maximizes the likelihood for a true
estimate under the presence of Poisson noise. The algorithm
estimates the object from a set of given 2D images I m x s ; ys 
and their associated 3D PSFs hm x; y; z [23,28]:
E n1 ~x
 E n ~x ·



M
1X
M m1






V m ~x
−
1

h
−~
x


1
:
m
E n ~x  hm ~x  ε
(4)

Here, E~x is the 3D object estimate. The quantities V m correspond to volume grids containing the measured images I m x; y
in their center planes, and zeros elsewhere. M denotes the total
number of detector pixels used. ϵ is a small constant to avoid singularities but should otherwise have negligible effect on the result.
The initial estimate E 0 ~x can be filled with a constant value corresponding to the average intensity over all measurements I m .
4. HELIX-HELIX PSF IMAGING
As was recently shown [17], capturing 3D information in a single
2D scan is possible if a pixelated detector is employed and the
detection PSF suitably shaped. In this method, which we termed
RESCH, an image is taken at every scanpoint and processed
to retrieve depth information of the sample structure. The technique can also be combined with pixel reassignment [15] in
order to improve the spatial resolution beyond that of a confocal
microscope [28]. The achievable refocusing range in the particular
system demonstrated, i.e., the z extension of the 2D-scanned region was about as large as the z resolution. For example, in a high
numerical aperture (NA) system with a z resolution of 500 nm,
the refocusing range was about 250 nm.
The main limit for the refocusing range in the original RESCH
implementation was the short axial length of the excitation focus,
which was not altered and thus approximately Gaussian. Therefore,
approaches for extending the refocusing range aim at stretching
the excitation focus to a length comparable to that of the detection PSF. This can be achieved via several methods. One option is
to reduce the NA on the excitation side. Since the axial length is
reciprocally proportional to the square of the NA, this can be effective, but on the other hand also reduces the lateral resolution.
Another option is to use PSFs with an increased depth of focus,
such as a Bessel-like beam, which can be achieved by a ringshaped transmission function in the objective pupil [31,32].
Alternatively, it is also possible to use helical PSFs in the excitation and emission paths. We identified this to be the best option
among the listed possibilities because the resulting imaging
system exhibits the best axial resolution. In effect, the helical
PSF combines both a rapid axial variation while keeping a fairly
constant (depth variant) cross section. This advantage has been
confirmed in simulations (see Supplement 1).
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Fig. 2. Imaging of a three-layered fluorescent structure in the helixhelix system. (a) The helical excitation focus (green) is produced by a
helical phase mask (greyscale image) and excites the layers at approximately elliptical intersection regions (yellow). (b) Another helical phase
mask in the detection arm (greyscale image) forms the detection PSF into
a helix as well. The plane that is finally imaged onto the camera is the
center plane of hex · ρ ⋆ hdet . If the handedness of hdet (red helix) is
different from hex , the images of the excited zones show a large lateral
separation on the camera (red elliptic zones).

The excitation and detection pupil functions of a helix-helix
system are shown in Fig. 2. Both masks produce helically shaped
PSFs. The outline for the design algorithm of the phase masks is
provided in [28] following [33,34]. Note that the helical phase
masks in the excitation and detection pupils are identical except
for a rotation of 180 deg. In order to understand the rationale of
this design, it is helpful to consider the 3D illustrations in the
figure, which are a graphical interpretation of the wide-field image
formation equation [Eq. (1)] for the specific case of an object
made of three thin fluorescent layers at a certain interspacing
z 0 : ρ~x ∝ δz − z 0   δz  δz  z 0 . The layers should have
a sufficiently low extinction such that the attenuation of the
excitation beam is negligible. Figure 2(a) depicts the excitation:
the helical excitation focus (here represented by a green 3D isointensity surface) intersects the layers, exciting them at approximately elliptic intersection regions. Figure 2(b) is the graphical
interpretation of Eq. (1) for hdet x; y; z  hex x; y; −z, i.e., an
inverted handedness for the detection helix. The illustration
shows that this is better than using the same handedness, because
the images of the three excited regions appear maximally separated
at the central plane, improving the z resolution of the final helixhelix system.
In order to realize H det k x ; k y ; kz   H ex kx ; k y ; −k z , we use
phase masks P ex x SLM ; y SLM  and P det x SLM ; y SLM , where x SLM
and ySLM are the physical real-space coordinates (typically on
an SLM). Taking into account that the excitation and detection
pupil spaces have inverted kx , ky , and kz axes, we come to the
conclusion that P ex x SLM ; ySLM   P det −x SLM ; −y SLM , which
corresponds to a rotation of 180 deg between the masks, which
are shown in the insets of Fig. 2.
A. Imaging Properties of the Helix-Helix PSF System

We simulated the PSFs hm for each pixel m of a detector featuring
15 × 15 pixels. Each detector pixel covers a size of λ∕32 in the
object space, and the NA is assumed to be 0.92 · RI, where RI is
the refractive index of the specimen (this corresponds to a NA of
1.4 for an oil immersion objective).
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Fig. 3. Properties of 3D PSFs hm in: (a) ISM and (b) helix-helix
imaging. The PSF properties are color-coded in the five images (NA 
0.92 · RI, with RI being the sample refractive index; circular excitation
polarization and unpolarized fluorescence, but no Stokes shift assumed;
λ is the wavelength in a medium with a refractive index RI).

Figure 3 depicts calculated properties of the PSFs hm , for regular ISM as well as the helix-helix system. These plots enable rapid
quantification and comparison of the imaging performance.
Projections of these PSFs (and the PSFs of other imaging modes
discussed later and in the supplementary document) are shown in
Visualization 1, Visualization 2, Visualization 3, Visualization 4,
and Visualization 5. Each of the square images in the figure represents the detector, and the colors of the respective pixels code
one specific PSF property: (I) shows the integrated PSFs, which
are a measure for the collected energy. For helix-helix imaging,
two plots are shown: one sharing the scale with the respective
ISM image and one (shown below) normalized to the respective
maximum value in ISM. (II) Shows the z centroid positions of 3D
Gaussian fits to hm , and (III)–(V) show the full widths at halfmaximum (FWHM) along all three axes of these Gaussian fits.
The widths serve as estimate for the spatial resolution provided
by hm.
For ISM, properties of the 25 strongest PSFs (according to
their maximum values) are shown. The corresponding pixels
cover an area of 2 Airy discs. Reading out more pixels would predominantly provide additional low-frequency information of the
object. It is noticeable that already the PSFs of the outer fringe
pixels have significantly increased widths along all three axes.
Figure 3(b) shows the 75 strongest PSFs for helix-helix imaging.
In contrast to the ISM PSFs, they are all very compact along the
z axis. Along x − y, however, they are broader than the ISM PSFs
in some regions.
In view of the 3D imaging capability, we see that the z planes
of the helix system cover a range of about 2.5λ without leaving
gaps, where λ denotes the wavelength in the respective medium.
The “refocusing range” is thus about four times larger than the z
resolution (z-FWHM), which is about 1.2λ. The x − y resolutions
range from 0.44λ to about λ, depending on the z plane, which is
about 1 to 2 times the value of ISM (0.43λ for the best PSFs).
There is also a native anisotropy between the x and y resolutions,
which originates from the approximately elliptic cross sections of
the helical excitation and detection PSFs.
Next we investigate the light efficiency of helix-helix imaging
in comparison with ISM. It is important to understand that both

systems can in principle have the same light efficiency, since for
both the camera collects the same fraction of generated signal
photons if we neglect the small losses caused by the diffractive
phase masks. However, significant efficiency differences are introduced by synthetic pinholing, i.e., by discarding the signal contained in certain detector pixels. In practice, discarding pixels is
required if (a) the noise in the pixel dominates over the signal and
including the pixel value would only decrease the SNR of the final
image, and (b) high demands set by the scan speed make it necessary to restrict the number of pixels.
We would like to note that it is not necessary to choose a small
synthetic pinhole (SP) in order to preserve the optical sectioning
of the microscope as in optically implemented versions of ISM
[35–38]. There, pixel reassignment is inherent to the system, and
the total PSF is the sum of the shifted PSFs hm . Therefore, pixels
whose hm are long-stretched in z will also stretch the total PSF and
consequently degrade the optical sectioning. A computational ISM
system such as eISM, however, stores the data collected by every
detector and thus allows for more sophisticated ways of object
reconstruction, such as the use of multi-view deconvolution algorithms [23,28], which take the shapes of all PSFs hm into account
and output the most likely estimate of the specimen, weighting
their relative signal to noise.
For helix-helix imaging and ISM, Fig. 4 shows plots of the
energies contained in the pixel-specific PSFs hm as a function of
the detector number (dashed lines). The detectors are listed in
descending order according to their signal strength. Also shown
is the total energy harvest, i.e., the light energy collected by all
detector pixels up to the number given on the x axis (solid lines).
The solid lines are thus cumulative sums of the dashed lines. The
energy harvests are given in percent of the energy collected by a
squared sensor of 16 Airy units (AU) side length (the value was
motivated by the available computational power). The calculation
further assumes an object thickness of 20 wavelengths, a NA of
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Fig. 4. Energy harvests for ISM (green plots) and helix-helix imaging.
Dashed lines: energies contained in the pixel-specific PSFs hm , in
descending order. The detector number refers to the energy contained.
Solid lines: cumulative sums of dashed lines, i.e., total energy harvest of
all pixels up to the number on the x axis. The harvests for ISM and helixhelix imaging converge for very large detector areas (see extended graphs
in Supplement 1). The energy harvest of a confocal microscope [pinhole
diameter 1 Airy unit (AU)] is also marked with a horizontal gray line.
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0.92 · RI, circular excitation polarization, unpolarized fluorescence, and no absorption of the excitation laser when passing
through the object. The figure allows one to judge qualitatively
how many detectors should be ideally read out for a given noise
floor. For the respective strongest detectors, the ISM signal is
about four to five times higher than for helix-helix imaging.
One has to bear in mind, however, that about 4 z planes are
simultaneously excited in the latter method with the same excitation laser power. One also sees that for achieving the same light
collection efficiency, a larger SP has to be defined for helix-helix
imaging. For instance, a SP with an area of about 3 Airy discs in
helix-helix imaging collects the same amount of light as a confocal
microscope with a pinhole area of 1 Airy disc.
The size of the SP is the product of effective pixel size (i.e., the
size of the image of a detector pixel in the specimen plane) and
the number of pixels that are read out. Different combinations
between effective pixel size and number are possible for a given
SP size (and thus light efficiency). Many small pixels are beneficial
for the spatial resolution but imply a high data transfer rate,
whereas a few large pixels produce less read-out noise and ease
the data transfer at the cost of resolution. Simulations (see
Supplement 1) show that choosing an effective pixel side length
smaller than about 0.2 AU (equals about λ∕3 for a NA of 1.4)
provides almost no further resolution benefit. Therefore, a value
of λ∕3 is assumed in our simulations.
In practical imaging scenarios, if we assume a sufficiently thick
specimen, the total photon efficiency of helix-helix imaging can
be comparable to ISM. In particular, the efficiency of a confocal
microscope with an Airy-disc-sized pinhole (corresponding to a
pinhole area of π∕4 Airy discs) can be easily met. For strongly
scattering specimens, however, it is to be expected that crosstalk
between the detector pixels reduces the image contrast and SNR.
5. GENERALIZED MULTIPLANE IMAGING USING
EISM
The helix-helix microscope investigated in the previous section
represents one particular design, which can be modified to trade
refocusing range against SNR and resolution. In many situations,
however, the transverse resolution of the helix-helix system will be
inferior compared to ISM. A possible strategy to combine both
3D imaging and the high resolution of ISM is to engineer the
excitation and detection PSFs using beam-splitting phase masks.
In the excitation path, such masks can produce a number of laser
foci whose 3D positions can be arbitrarily chosen within certain
limits [39]. Such holographic multi-beam targeting is routinely
used in holographic optical trapping [40] and has also been demonstrated for microscopy [41]. For the purpose of image scanning
microscopy, however, where the signal is descanned and imaged
onto a camera, this approach does also require to compensation
with spot-dependent defocus values such that all generated fluorescence is sharply focused onto the camera. This can be facilitated by another beam-splitting phase mask in the detection path
and has been demonstrated for wide-field microscopy [42,43].
The working principle of the beam-splitting method is outlined
in Fig. 5, again using the example of a three-layered fluorescent
structure. In this example, the excitation phase mask generates
three equidistant foci along the optical axis, exciting the structure
at circular cross sections. If read out with a collimated beam, the
detection phase mask would likewise generate three spots with
equal axial interspacing, however at varying lateral positions.
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Fig. 5. Imaging of a three-layered fluorescent structure in beamsplitting eISM, designed to scan three z planes in parallel. (a) Three foci
excite the layers at the circular intersection regions (yellow). (b) The plane
recorded by the camera is the center plane of hex · ρ ⋆ hdet .

From the image formation described in Eq. (1) we conclude that
nine foci are generated in total, three of which are positioned at
the camera plane. The remaining six foci are in other z planes,
which practically means that their light is lost if the focal distances
to the camera are too large for the light to be recorded at a sufficient SNR. For this case, if n different planes are imaged in the
detection path, a fraction of about 1∕n is sharply imaged. In practice, it might be even slightly less, because the diffraction efficiency of the mask is lower than 100%. The same efficiency
issue is known for wide-field multiplane imaging using beamsplitting phase diffractive masks. In contrast to wide-field microscopy, however, where large image fields have to be separated,
and dispersion-compensating refractive optics are mandatory
for broadband fluorescence [44], the spatial frequency content
of beam-splitting phase masks in scanning microscopy is much
lower because the lateral separation only needs to be on the order
of a few Airy discs.
As an example for beam-splitting eISM, we would like to investigate parallel scanning at a NA of 0.92 · RI using three foci
with a z interspacing of 1.5λ. We choose a focus arrangement
that is different from the case illustrated in Fig. 5, which serves
well from an educational point of view but is less suitable for an
experiment, because such close-set foci would produce undesired
crosstalk in a real sample. Therefore, we choose the three excitation foci to be sitting along a helical line with radius R 0  1.5λ,
which spirals around the z axis. A 3D sketch of this focus distribution is provided in the Supplement 1. If we denote the
3D intensity distribution of an unmodified focus as I 0 x; y; z,
the excitation and detection PSFs are
hex ∝ I 0 x − R 0 sin60°; y − R 0 cos60°
 I 0 x; y  R 0 ; z; z − Δz
 I 0 x  R 0 sin60°; y − R 0 cos60°; z  Δz
hdet ∝ I 0 x − R 0 sin60°; y − R 0 cos60° − S y ; z − Δz
 I 0 x; y  R 0 ; z
 I 0 x  R 0 sin60°; y − R 0 cos60°  S y ; z  Δz: (5)
Here, S y denotes the separation of the foci on the camera chip.
For S y  0, hex and hdet would be identical, and all foci would
overlap. For our simulation example we choose S y  1.5λ.
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6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Figure 8 shows experimental results from imaging stained mitochondria in COS 7 cells (Alexa 647, NA 1.4).
The boxes on top show a confocal image and a ISM image
taken at about z  0.25 μm (a slight focus drift caused the offset from the target plane z  0). An unprocessed wide-field image
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Fig. 7. Energy harvests for ISM (green plots) and beam-splitting eISM
for the imaging of two and three planes, respectively. Dashed lines:
energies contained in PSFs hm . Solid lines: cumulative energy collected
by all PSFs up to number given on the x axis.

Figure 6 shows the detector pixels with properties of their
PSFs hm . The integrated PSF intensities shown in the second
row image are again normalized to the respective maximum values
of regular ISM. The simulated data shows that the PSF widths
along all three axes are comparable to ISM. In contrast to the
helix-helix approach, three distinct planes are scanned rather
than a continuous volume. In our example, the light collected
by the 27 strongest detectors is about a third compared to
ISM with 25 detectors. The simulated z shifts are exactly at
1.5λ, as designed.
Figure 7 shows the energies in the detector-specific PSFs hm as
well as the total energy harvests for ISM, two- and three-plane
imaging, respectively. The three-plane imaging PSFs are the ones
described by Eq. (5), whose properties are shown in Fig. 6. For
two-plane imaging, we simulated the use of binary beam splitters
to obtain simultaneous scanning of the planes at z  1.5λ (see
Supplement 1). While binary patterns ensure equally intense diffraction orders, they have a low diffraction efficiency of only 81%
(40.5% in the first and minus first orders) compared to the 1-to-3
beam-splitting masks (efficiency >90%). This explains the relative poor performance of the 2-plane imaging mode compared to
ISM and 3-plane imaging.

Fig. 8. Three-plane versus helix-helix imaging (NA 1.4) of a COS 7
cell with Alexa647-stained mitochondria. Upper box: confocal (pinhole
diam. 0.8 AU), ISM, and wide-field images, Middle box: the three images are obtained in a single scan using beam-splitting phase masks (81
views were jointly deconvolved using 75 iterations). The numbers in the
images indicate their z position. Lower box: helix-helix image series of the
same cell (114 views jointly deconvolved in 200 iterations).
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of a similar cell is shown as well, to provide a better impression
of the sample properties (e.g., scattering). The ISM image was
deblurred using 50 iterations of a multi-view Lucy Richardson
algorithm [Eq. (4)] using measured PSFs. More iterations visibly
degraded the image quality. The confocal image was constructed
from the same ISM data set by adding all “single-pixel” confocal
images and deblurring the result in 25 iterations using a single
PSF, which was the sum of all ISM PSFs. The effective pinhole
diameter for the confocal image was 0.8 AU.
The box in the middle shows three images obtained with
beam-splitting eISM at the chosen z coordinates of 1.5 μm,
0 μm, and −1.5 μm. The laser power for the three-plane scan was,
with 20 μW (measured before the objective), about three times
higher than the ISM scan power. The pixel dwell time was 2.5 ms
(determined by the camera speed). 200 × 200 scanpoints were
recorded during the scan, covering an area of 16 × 16 μm2 .
Compared with the ISM image, the three-plane-scan provides
images of similar spatial resolution. The result was obtained by
jointly deblurring 81 single-pixel confocal images (“views”) using
75 iterations. All deconvolution operations were performed using
measured PSFs.
The lower box contains a series of z planes resulting from a
helix-helix scan. The planes cover a range of almost 3 μm. The
used laser power was, with 13 μW, only twice as high as for the
ISM scan. Other imaging parameters such as pixel dwell time are
the same as for the three-plane scan. As expected, the spatial resolution is lower compared to ISM or the three-plane-scan; however, the volume information provided is continuous over the
covered z range. This continuity allows for deblurring the entire
dataset (114 “single-pixel” confocal images) in a single 3D deconvolution step (200 iterations), which leads to a higher optical sectioning in the final images. This is especially noticeable when
comparing the 1.5 μm images of the three-plane and helix-helix
scans. On the other hand, if we compare the ISM image with the
respective helix-helix section at z  0.25 μm, it seems that the
sectioning of ISM was superior. A possible reason for this observation is the already mentioned crosstalk, i.e., scattered light that
ends up being detected by “wrong” pixels.
In this case, i.e., for deconvolving images of 200 × 200 pixels
size and 114 views, the deconvolution algorithm took about 16 s
per iteration, using an Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5-1620 at 3.6 GHz
with 8GB RAM. Significant acceleration of the algorithm would
be possible using GPU-assisted computing.
Another experimental result obtained with helix-helix imaging
is shown in Fig. 9. The sample is a distribution of fluorescent
microbeads (“PS speck” beads of Molecular Probes, 175 nm
diameter, dye: “deep red”), which were air-dried on a glass cover
slip and mixed into a small drop of curing mounting medium
(ProLong Diamond antifade mountant of ThermoFisher Scientific).
The figure also shows ISM images of the same sample volume as
the control measurement. While the helix-helix PSF acquires the
entire volume of almost 3 μm thickness in a single x − y scan, we
had to take several ISM images in sequence with intermediate z
stepping in order to reconstruct the same volume.
The pixel dwell times for all scans performed in this experiment are 2.5 ms. The helix-helix data set consisted of 158 views
and was deconvolved using 300 iterations. We found that using
significantly more iterations tended to introduce visible artifacts.
A z stack built from eleven separate ISM scans (21 views used per
scan), taken at 300 nm z interspacings, was deconvolved using
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Fig. 9. Helix-helix images of a 3D distribution of fluorescent microbeads (NA 1.25, wavelengths: ex:∕em:  640∕660 nm, refractive index of
mounting medium  1.47). The two image columns on the left show
different x − y sections of the helix-helix image data and a sequentially
taken ISM stack for comparison. The corresponding z values are stated
in the images. The four rectangular images at the right show two axial
cross sections (a and b) through both stacks. Their positions in the sample
volume are indicated by the yellow dashed lines. The image at the upper
right corner shows an exemplary wide-field image of the sample. The
color scale bar applies to all images. Both the helix-helix and ISM stacks
have been normalized to 255.

100 iterations. All deconvolution operations were performed using measured PSFs.
The two image columns in the figure again demonstrate the
3D imaging capability of the helix-helix modality: all beads are
accurately reconstructed at their true positions. It is also visible
that the x − y resolution of ISM is superior to the helix-helix system, despite the fact that many more deblurring iterations were
used on the helix-helix data. Also, the x − y resolution anisotropy
is perceptible in the helix-helix images.
7. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
We presented an image scanning microscope with freely programmable excitation and detection pupil functions. Using this general
platform of engineered PSF ISM, we investigated two schemes for
3D imaging. The first employs helical PSFs in both paths and
allows one to capture continuous sample information along the
z axis. The z range obtained is about four times larger than the
z resolution according to Rayleigh. The axial resolution is equal to
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(image-recording) ISM and thus slightly better than that of a standard confocal microscope. The lateral resolution was found to be
z-dependent and anisotropic. The lateral PSF widths are up to
twice as wide as in ISM. Helix-helix imaging might prove less
practical for strongly scattering samples, such as brain tissue,
because of crosstalk between adjacent detectors.
The proposed beam-splitting method, however, can avoid
crosstalk by choosing large enough focus separations. This scheme
employs beam-splitting phase masks in the excitation and detection pupils, thus enabling the simultaneous scanning of multiple
discrete planes at the 3D resolution of ISM. As the light efficiency
roughly drops as one over the number of imaged planes, we anticipate that the method is feasible for a limited number of planes.
The plane positions can be freely chosen within limits set by
dispersion and the spatial resolution of the pupil masks [39].
While dispersion is usually not a problem on the excitation side,
it plays a role for the detection due to the fluorescence bandwidth:
the pupil masks are basically a superposition of diffractive lenses,
whose refractive powers are proportional to the wavelength. Thus,
a wavelength shift of 10% causes a z-plane shift of likewise 10%
for the detection.
The two scanning schemes presented in this paper are examples that demonstrate the possibilities and limits of PSF engineering in ISM in view of 3D imaging. They may not necessarily
represent optimal strategies, as such an attribute requires an
a priori definition of “optimal” and thus depends on the individual imaging application. A practical route to find optimal PSF
shapes for a particular situation would be to distill certain figures
of merit from a given imaging task, such as SNR, 3D resolution,
or z range. Based on these figures, an optimal PSF shape could
be found by employing optimization routines. Similar strategies
for PSF design have been used before [45–49]. Optimal design
algorithms could also include prior knowledge matched to a
specific task.
The potential of ISM-based 3D imaging as presented in this
work lies in the possibility to scan volumes at high speeds without
the requirement to refocus in between scans. This can be advantageous for numerous imaging applications, such as microscopy and
profilometry, although the latter application requires the data
processing to be adapted to coherent image formation [15].
Sample information along the z axis can be captured truly simultaneously at an axial resolution that equals that of ISM, provided
the detector pixels are simultaneously read out. This stands in
contrast to alternative fast scanning methods, such as spinning
disc microscopy, where scanning a 2D plane is fast, but there
is a need to mechanically step to other focus points.
However, we point out that obtaining a significant speed advantage over traditional scanning systems will require a different
detector than the sCMOS camera used in this proof-of-concept
system, for instance a single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) array
(as for instance used in ISM by Castello et al. [50]) or a multichannel photo-multiplier tube (PMT) (such as implemented in
the commercial ISM version of Zeiss [51]). Although the high
data throughput provided by sCMOS cameras can be utilized using parallelized excitation, the fact that 3D information is mapped
onto a 2D sensor would require increasing the spacing in between
excitation helices, thus mitigating the speed advantage.
In view of 3D imaging capabilities, optical scanning holography (OSH) [52] represents a somewhat related imaging approach
which—even though mainly used for coherent imaging—is also
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compatible with fluorescence microscopy [53]. Although the applications are similar, the functional principles of eISM for 3D
imaging and OSH are quite different. The former method relies
on engineering excitation and detection pupils and detects intensity
with a pixelated detector, while the latter method is a holographic
technique that excites with a temporarily changing interference
pattern and heterodyne intensity detection. The phase-sensitive detection facilitates holographic 3D reconstruction of objects using
numerical backpropagation, while the 3D information collected
in eISM is processed using a maximum-likelihood algorithm.
This paper focuses on 3D imaging strategies that rely on the
generalized pupil engineering possibilities of eISM. However, the
concept offers further possibilities beyond volumetric imaging, as
for instance the efficient collection of spectroscopic information
or polarization information (potentially revealing the orientation
of molecules), or information about aberrations introduced by the
system or specimen. A straightforward approach for multicolored
spectroscopic imaging, for example, would be to use a programmed grating in the excitation pupil in order to simultaneously focus lasers of different wavelengths to closely spaced
excitation sites and another grating in the detection pupil to investigate the spectra of the excited fluorescence. Likewise, efficient
measurements of dipole orientations could be facilitated by shaping the excitation polarization state (e.g., such as described in
[54,55]) for optimal excitation, combined with polarizationsensitive detection (as has been demonstrated for wide-field
microscopy [56–58]). In view of aberration correction, the introduced eISM platform allows for separate wavefront corrections
on the excitation and emission sides, which can be useful for
descanned two-photon or harmonic generation microscopy
where the wavelengths (and thus aberrations) on the excitation
and detection sides are different. Additionally, aberration measurements based on indirect wavefront sensing [59], which is
robust but requires several subsequently performed test scans,
could be parallelized and thus made faster. In general, the equal
importance of excitation and detection PSFs in scanning systems
means that eISM has the potential to outperform alternative PSF
engineering approaches, exclusively altering either the excitation
or the detection PSF.
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